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Jupiter Merlin investment outlook 

Global economy: have been preoccupied with inflation arising from the 

dislocation created by the pandemic and a major conflict in Europe. Both have had global economic consequences. 2022 was 

a torrid period for investors in virtually all asset classes. In equities, major headline indices fell, however, as noted below the 

-representation in energy, mining and financials 

during a period of strong commodity prices and rising interest rates. In global equities, there was a marked divergence in 
1 style investors backing good quality but cheaply rated companies in those same sectors, over 

2 companies, notably in the technology sector which had performed so strongly over a prolonged period. 

inflation was nearing its peak. However, markets have been slow to understand the financial risks posed b y significantly 

higher interest rates and tightening liquidity, especially after nearly 15 years of ultra-lax monetary policy. If the new year 

began in buoyant mood, significant volatility has returned notably with visible cracks in the banking sector appe aring in 

March. 

The conundrum remains inflation and how to deal with it. How best to return it to the mandated 2% target common to the 

central banks of the US, the eurozone, the UK and Japan without causing economic and financial distress? Having had a yea r 

of rapidly rising interest rates to combat runaway consumer prices, market opinion is polarised as to how high interest rates  

need to go to suppress inflationary pressures without reaching the invisible tipping point beyond which the explosion in the 

cost of capital holes both the economy and the financial system below the waterline. The world is awash with debt; it 

pervades all strata: governments, the corporate sector and at the level of the consumer; the rising cost of servicing it is 

debilitating at best and damaging at worst. 

The barometer (more accurately the battleground!) of sentiment, as so often is the bond markets. Bonds continue to 

experience extreme and extraordinary volatility in which investors as the providers of capital, and the central ba nks who 

determine the benchmark cost of money, test the limits of monetary policy. It has knock-on effects for equities (as seen most 

obviously recently in the banking sector). There are no hard and fast answers but the key is for the authorities to mainta in 

liquidity and confidence and for investors to avoid potential landmines as far as possible.  

Equities (commonly known as shares): For the broad-based S&P 500 Index in the US, it was a case of a period of two halves. 

In the first, relentless downward pressure from April to October culminating in the hiatus in global markets in the aftermath 

latterly, a period of recovery. However, over the 12 months in question, in dollar terms at the end of March the index was still 

10% below where it began. A similar pattern  but of greater magnitude of volatility  was recorded by the technology-heavy 

US NASDAQ Composite Index which by the period end was down 14% over 12 months (and was still 24% below its all-time 

high recorded in November 2021). 

Thanks to its exposure to energy and commodities, the FTSE 100 Index in the UK recorded only a 3.2% loss over the 12 

months. 

Fixed Income (commonly known a  2022/2023 shattered the illusion that, of all the main global asset classes, 

bonds are supposed to be bastions of calm, stability and predictability. Volatility was brutal and there were no places to hi de. 

As mentioned above, fixed income markets have been the battleground on which the opposing camps in the great inflation 

debate have faced each other down. The volatility is symptomatic of the extent to which increasingly entrenched and 

polarised opinions are a feature of the market and whose has the upper hand in the argument at any particular time. 

 
1 Value investing is based on the idea that a major factor in determining if an investment will be successful is whether the pr ice paid to buy the shares is high or 

-term earnings history. 
2 Growth is an investment style that focuses on companies with the potential to grow their earnings significantly over time. Such companies typically reinvest 
earnings into the business to fund future expansion. 
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We believe the Jupiter Merlin Portfolios are appropriately structured to deal with the above challenges.  With liquidity 

uppermost in our mind, we seek to invest in funds run by experienced managers with a blend of styles but who share our core 

philosophy of trying to capture good performance in buoyant markets while minimising as far as possible the risk of losses in 

more challenging conditions.  Your Portfolio is certainly not immune from market volatility but over time it is anticipated t o 

be less volatile, and of course we are long-term investors, investing in managers who themselves are long-term investors who 

can use such volatility as an opportunity. 

Jupiter Merlin Balanced Portfolio review 

  3 months 1 year 3 years 5 years 10 years 

Since  

inception* 

Jupiter Merlin Balanced Portfolio Fund 2.8 0.5 33.9 35.8 92.6 430.9 

IA Mixed Investment 40-85% Shares 2.3 -4.6 27.1 22.4 66.6 264.3 

Quartile 2 1 1 1 1 1 

Sector Ranking 79/209 10/206 45/181 21/153 13/96 5/35 

Past performance is no guide to the future. Returns may increase or decrease as a result of currency fluctuations. 
Source: Morningstar, NAV to NAV, gross income reinvested, net of fees, Jupiter Merlin Balanced Portfolio I Acc, to 31.03.23. *Since inception: 01.10.2002. 

Comparator: IA Mixed Investment 40-85% Shares.  

  
01 Apr '18 

to  
31 Mar '19 

01 Apr '19 

to  
31 Mar '20 

01 Apr '20 

to  
31 Mar '21 

01 Apr '21 

to  
31 Mar '22 

01 Apr '22 

to  
31 Mar '23 

Jupiter Merlin Balanced Portfolio Fund 7.6 -5.7 21.3 9.8 0.5 

IA Mixed Investment 40-85% Shares 4.4 -7.7 26.5 5.4 -4.6 

Past performance is no guide to the future. Returns may increase or decrease as a result of currency fluctuations. 
Source: Morningstar, NAV to NAV, gross income reinvested, net of fees, Jupiter Merlin Balanced Portfolio I Acc, to 31.03.23. Since inception: 01.10.2002.  

Comparator: IA Mixed Investment 40-85% Shares.  

 

Over the year to 31st March 2023, your Portfolio returned +0.5% net of fees against -4.6% for the average of the IA Mixed 

Investment 40-85% Shares sector, ranking 10 of 206 competing funds. Over three years it ranked 45 of 181, over five years 21 

of 153 and over 10 years 13 of 96. Over 15 years it ranked 8 of 58 and over 20 years 5 of 36. Since inception on 2nd October 2002 

it has returned 430.9% net of fees compared with 264.3% for the sector average, ranking 5 th of 35.  

We continue to monitor the Portfolio positions and performance according to the conditions and outlook. Activity was 

relatively light in the period, a conscious decision to allow performance from the existing Portfolio funds to accrue and to 

minimise unnecessary dealing costs.  

BlackRock Natural Resources Growth & Income had produced a strong return.  However, as commodity markets began to roll 

over in May 2022, we considered it prudent to take the profit and exited in June.  The proceeds were reinvested, split between 

the existing holdings in Jupiter Income and Jupiter Global Value.   

We still see long-term attractions in the energy sector in the transition to carbon net-zero; with that in mind, in August we 

initiated a position in BlackRock World Energy a position to which we added again in the autumn, funded from the proceeds 

of reducing our weightings in Fundsmith Equity and Findlay Park American. 

 in 

ese styles; owning both mitigates against being left exposed during 
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significantly contributing to performance in 2022 and early 2023.  

With volatile bond yields, Fixed Income is a challenge. The Portfolio has an 85% ceiling for equities; allowing for the 5% 

weighting divided between gold and property, our fixed income exposure is 7.7%. Alongside the long -term strategic bond 

managers, the newer holding in Jupiter Global Sovereign Opportunities (bought in May 2022) has already made a good 

positive contribution. 

Fund-specific risks 

growth. The NURS Key Investor Information Document, Supplementary Information Document and Scheme Particulars are 

available from Jupiter on request. Market and exchange rate movements can cause the value of an investment to fall as well 

as rise, and you may get back less than originally invested. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Important Information: This document is for informational purposes only and is not investment advice. Market and exchange rate movements 

can cause the value of an investment to fall as well as rise, and you may get back less than originally invested. We recommen d you discuss any 
investment decisions with a financial adviser, particularly if you are unsure whether an investment is suitable. Jupiter is unable to provide 

investment advice. For definitions please see the glossary at jupiteram.com. The views expressed are those of the Fund Manage rs at the time of 
writing, are not necessarily those of Jupiter as a whole and may be subject to change. This is particularly true during periods of r apidly changing 

market circumstances. Every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of any information provided but no assurances or warranties are given. Jupiter 

Unit Trust Managers Limited (JUTM) and Jupiter Asset Management Limited (JAM), registered address: The Zig Zag Building, 70 V ictoria Street, 
London, SW1E 6SQ are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. No part of this document may be reproduced in any manner 

without the prior permission of JUTM or JAM. 380 

 


